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DANGER CLOSE (15)
(Streaming now on 
major platforms)
★★★★
VikingS star Travis 
Fimmel is the most 
recognisable face in 
this Aussie war movie.

it tells the story of 
1966’s Battle Of Long 
Tan, in which 108 young 
soldiers from Australia 
and new Zealand 
fended off an estimated 
2,000 battle-hardened 
Viet Cong and north 
Vietnamese forces who 
were amassing a few 
miles from their base.

it’s not as 
sophisticated as classic 
Hollywood Vietnam 
movies, but the action 

is well researched and 
explosively staged. AL
SONIC THE 
HEDGEHOG (PG)
(Streaming now on 
major platforms)
★★★
AFTer a raft of dire 
adaptations, gamers 
weren’t jumping for joy 
over the prospect of a 
movie based on Sega’s 
coin-collecting 
hedgehog.

But set your 
expectations suitably 
low and this formulaic 
but fun family 
adventure may be a 
pleasant surprise.

Here Sonic (voiced by 
Ben Schwartz) is a 
teenage Cgi alien who 

recruits a small town 
cop to help him escape 
an oddball scientist.

The slapstick should 
delight kids, while the 
double-edged jokes are 
just sharp enough to 
stop parents from 
nodding off. AL 
JUST MERCY (12)
(Streaming now on 
major platforms)
★★★★
JAMie Foxx delivers his 
best performance for 
many years in this 
heartbreaking death 
row drama.

The actor, who won 
an Oscar in 2005 as ray 
Charles, plays Walter 
“Johnny D” McMillian, 
who in 1987 was 

arrested for the murder 
of teenage white girl.

Michael B Jordan 
delivers a soulful turn 
as a fearless attorney 
who tried to overturn a 
shocking miscarriage 
of justice. 

it’s powerful but 
difficult to watch. AL 
LONDON KILLS: 
SERIES 2 (15)
(Digital and DVD)
★★★★
HugO Speer, Sharon 
Small and their elite 
murder squad tackle 
five grisly new cases in 
BBC One’s edgy cop 
drama. 

But is Speer’s Di 
Bradford hiding a dark 
secret of his own? MW

■ TOugH FigHT: Luke 
Bracey and Travis 

Fimmel in Danger Close

Shot Eve comes 
back from ‘dead’

ANDY LEA & MIKE WARD’S BIG STREAM

Now available on all leading platforms

nEw to nEtflix

JUMANJI: THE 
NEXT LEVEL
(Digital now, DVD 
& Blu-ray from 
Monday)
DWAyne Johnson, 
Jack Black, kevin 
Hart and karen 
gillan are in for 
some surprises as 
their avatars 
return to Jumanji 
for another fantasy 
adventure   
 (Cert: 12). 

And we have six DVD copies up for 
grabs.

To enter, just answer this question.
Who did Karen Gillan play in Doctor 

Who? 
(A) Amy Lake; 
(B) Amy River; 
(C) Amy Pond;
Send us your answer by email, plus 

your name, address and mobile number, 
to starcompetitions@dailystar.co.uk.

entries close at midnight this Sunday, 
April 12. normal Daily Star rules apply. 
The editor’s decision is final.

Arriving today on Netflix is the raunchy US 
comedy BREWS BROTHERS, starring Alan 
Aisenberg and Mike Castle as fiercely competi-
tive siblings making a right pig’s ear of running 
their Californian beer business.

And available now on BritBox are both series 
of the brilliant revenge drama DOCTOR 
FOSTER, starring Suranne Jones, Jodie 
Comer and Bertie Carvel. MW

+ win ++ win ++ win +

ALEX HORNE, comedian and 
Taskmaster star:
“My wife and i are still wading 
through Succession (Sky Atlantic). 
it’s about a wealthy, dominant family 
made up of the worst people in the 
world, which makes us feel slightly 
better about ourselves. 

“it’s written by Jesse Armstrong, 
the brilliant creator of Peep Show.”
●Tune in to Home Tasking via 
Twitter at @AlexHorne

ed nutjob-for-hire. 
Those joining the cast for 

this third run include mys-
terious newcomer Felix 
(Stefan Iancu) in a 
clown costume and 
looking like he and 
Villanelle are on a mission.

And there’s Steve 
Pemberton, an ex-col-
league of MI6’s Carolyn 
Martens (Fiona Shaw) 
whose return puts her nose 
out of joint; and Harriet 
Walter, as an old face from 
Villanelle’s past with whom 
she has a few significant 
things in common. MW 

KILLING EVE (15)
(BBC iPlayer from Monday)
★★★★

SO she still hasn’t managed it. 
“She” being Jodie Comer’s Villanelle, 

everyone’s favourite psychopath. 
And “it” is being the bumping-off of 

Sandra Oh’s Eve, the MI6 agent with whom 
she’s spent two series playing a deadly 
game of cat and mouse.

We guessed as much. 
Eve may have been gunned down by her 

nemesis in series two’s closing moments, 
left for dead in Rome but we never really 
believed she was a goner, did we? 

Cold-blooded
Series three, starting on the BBC iPlayer, 

begins in a Moscow gym in 1974, for  
reasons which will become apparent.

It then whizzes back to the present 
and flits across a vast array of locations, 
from Barcelona to, er, New Malden.

While Eve is now leading a pitifully 
lowly existence, desperate to put the past 
behind her, Villanelle is finding new ways 
to move on. This is both personally, as 
you’ll see in a rather surprising opening 
scene, and professionally. 

But don’t worry, she’s still a cold-blood-

■ iCe MAiDen: Jodie 
Comer, the lovable 

assassin, with newcomer 
Stefan iancu as Felix

TROLLS: WORLD TOUR (U)
★★★
THiS follow-up to DreamWorks’ 
2016 musical hit, follows all the 
rules of the sequel, but with a 
new villain.

We learn our heroes Poppy 
(Anna kendrick) and Branch 
(Justin Timberlake) aren’t the 
only music fans on the block.

Poppy, Branch and James 
Corden’s Biggie go down some 

amusing byroads on the way to 
the slightly preachy finale.

Sam rockwell raises chuckles 
as a country music troll and 
Jamie Dornan nearly steals the 
show as a sinister smooth jazz 
troll who tranquillises his victims 
with laid-back beats.

This loud and fitfully funny 
adventure isn’t a film to relax to. 
Still, if it exhausts the kids, it 
could be money well spent. AL

Troll loT of fun

MY fAVoURitE 
StREAM


